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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0050575A1] 1. A quick-locking-unlocking electrical connector of the type having upon one of the connector components at least one pin
intended for entering at least one corresponding central socket in the other connector component, the said connector having an annular neck (6)
in the outer wall of a socket (4) in a first connector component (1) and in an annular cavity (10) in the second connector component (2) an annular
elastic ring (15, 21) of open contour having at least one radial projection (16) which exhibits an inwards curved surface (17) and is capable of being
engaged in the annular neck in the first connector component upon bringing the two connector components together axially, a peripheral unlocking-
collar (19) being provided for releasing the elastic ring from the neck in the first connector component, characterized by the fact that the annular neck
(6) in the first connector component (1) exhibits a concave profile, that the cavity (10) in the second connector component (2) exhibits walls (11, 12)
which slope with respect to the axis of the connector, the angle of slope (alpha) of the said walls (11, 12) with respect to a plane parallel with the
axis of the connector being less than or equal to the angle (beta) between the generatrix of the peripheral surface of the socket (4) in which the said
neck (6) is effected and the tangent to the said annular neck (6) at the point of intersection of the latter with the said generatrix, and that the said
second connector component has means (18) of keeping the elastic ring (15, 21) in the said cavity (10).
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